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The advantages of a Multi-Chip Module (MCM) product are its low-power and small-
size. But the design of an MCM system usually requires weeks of engineering effort, thus
we need a generic MCM substrate with programmable interconnections to accelerate
system prototyping. In this paper, we propose a Symmetric and Programmable MCM
(SPMCM) substrate for this purpose. This SPMCM substrate consists of a symmetrical
array of slots for bare-chip attachment and Field Programmable Interconnect Chips
(FPICs) for substrate routing. Experimental results demonstrate that our FPIC poly-
gonal routing module uses 12% less switches than the conventional routing module
for interconnecting bare-chip slots with 84 pads. Also, experiments are conducted to
determinate proper parameters for the VLSI implementation of our FPIC.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Portable systems design and add-on cards have
stringent limits on low-power and small-size
constraints. A Multi-Chip Module (MCM) is a
device in which several bare-chips are attached
to a single substrate and then packaged as a small-
size and low-power system. Furthermore, MCM
packaging technology used in electronic systems
translate the semiconductor speed into system
performance [1-3], but low-power and high-
density MCMs are expensive to fabricate and

usually requires weeks of engineering effort for
system prototyping and product verification. The
engineering delay in designing and fabricating
such MCMs become unacceptable in today’s com-
petitive market. The needs of quick turnaround
time, high product yield, and low cost have led
to the development of another approach, called
Symmetric and Programmable Multi-Chip Mod-
ule (SPMCM) [4-7]. This SPMCM technology
provides the designers with a pre-characterized
MCM substrate and some programmable inter-
connections such that they can generate a fast
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prototyping or a final consumer product in a short
time. The advantages of SPMCM are that the field
programmable technology can reduce product
development cycle and NRE (Non-Recurrence
Engineering) cost, while MCM technology can
achieve low power and small size.

Several systems have been proposed for the low-
power and small-size prototyping system design on
MCM [8-13], most of them interconnect the Field
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) with some
Field Programmable Interconnect Chips (FPICs)
[14-17] on an MCM substrate. For instance, the
BORG [8, 9] system is a reconfigurable prototyp-
ing board for FPGAs based on the Clos network.
Galloway et al. [10] proposed a reconfigur-
able system, called Transmorgrifer-2, which is a
hierarchical design based on the I-CUBE [15]
routing chip. The Field Programmable Multi-Chip
Module (FPMCM) [11] system is a reconfigurable
system combining both the state-of-art FPGA
and MCM technologies. Thomae and Bout [12]
devised a multi-FPGA board for rapid proto-
typing, in which the ring architecture is used to
interconnect FPGAs. A board for logic emulation
has been developed by Babb et al., at MIT [13],
which uses virtual-wires technique to overcome the
pin count limitations. From the above existing
reconfigurable systems [8-13], we observe that
most of the efforts have been spent on designing a
flexible interconnection architecture to mitigate
the pin limitation.

In order to improve the foregoing problem, we

propose an SPMCM structure, which consists
mainly of a symmetrical array of bare-chip slots
surrounded with some FPICs for slot interconnec-
tions. The bare-chip slots allow bare chips (BCs)
from different manufacturing processes to attach
on the MCM substrate; therefore, our architecture
is more flexible and can be used to realize a low-
power and small-size prototyping system con-
taining bare-chips of various technologies. Our
proposed FPIC architecture uses polygonal rout-
ing modules and virtual-wires [13] techniques to
reduce the requirements of programmable switches
and pin count. Since this architecture spends less

hardware cost and has a regular structure, it is
suitable for VLSI implementation. Moreover,
cascading the architecture can scale up the routing
resources. This paper focuses on the design of
efficient FPICs and the structure of a flexible bare-
chip slot in an SPMCM, which can be used to
Support a low-power and small-size prototyping
system.
The remainder of this paper is organized as

follows. First, we show the SPMCM and the
bare-chip slot structure in Section 2. Section 3 de-
scribes a brief review of the conventional routing
module; then our proposed polygonal routing
module architecture and some experimental results
are shown. Section 4 depicts our FPIC VLSI
implementation, its polygonal routing modules,
and virtual-wires technique. Conclusions are re-

ported in Section 5.

2. SPMCM ARCHITECTURE

Our SPMCM is a programmable MCM substrate
[5-7] that consists of an array of bare-chip slots
and interconnection FPICs [14-17] on an MCM
substrate, as shown in Figure 1. The MCM
substrate and FPICs are pre-fabricated in large
volume and well tested. On the MCM substrate,
parts of the pads are designed for the FPICs;
others are for the commercial or customized bare
chips attached to the bare-chip slots. The FPICs
are attached to the MCM substrate using flip-
chip bounding technology, while bare-chips using
wire bounding technology. Thus, these bare chips
attached on the SPMCM can be manufactured
with different processes. On the substrate, each
bare-chip pad is connected via a substrate metal
wire to one of the FPIC pads, and net routing is
accomplished by programming the FPICs.
The purpose of these flexible bare-chip slots is

aimed at attaching bare chips on an SPMCM in
different combinations. Figures 2(a) and (b) show
two different usages of our four-slot structure. In
each of the bare-chip slots, each pair of horizontal

(or vertical) pads is connected together through
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FIGURE SPMCM architecture.

substrate metal wiring. Each bare-chip pad (illu-
strated by black pad) is connected via a substrate
metal wire to one of the FPIC pads. We can have
four small bare chips attached to the four small
bare-chip slots, as shown in Figure 2(a), or a large
bare chip occupying all the four slots, as shown in
Figure 2(b).

When applying this SPMCM design methodol-
ogy for prototyping, designers do not need to
consider the MCM substrate design, because
SPMCM owns a reprogrammable interconnec-
tion MCM substrate which permits us to quickly
reconfigure the prototyping system. With this
SPMCM, we can flexibly attach the I/O pads on
the bare chips to the bare-chip slots on the MCM
substrate. For low- to medium-volume MCM
designs, this SPMCM design methodology can
lower design costs and shorten design cycles.
Moreover, the design engineers do not need to
have high MCM design skills in order to design an
MCM system.
While SPMCM technology reduces the engi-

neering delays and the cost of MCM development
by a significant margin, it also degrades system
performance in comparison with fully customized
MCMs, due to the programmable switches usually
have high resistance and capacitance, and occupy
a large area. The number of programmable
switches of an FPIC affects its speed performance,
die size, and routability. Intuitively, increasing
the number of programmable switches in an
FPIC deliver good routability. However, an FPIC
with fewer programmable switches can reduce the
impedance of interconnect paths, and the overall
speed of the SPMCM can thus be improved.

Bare-Chip Slots Bare-Chip Slots

Connected to FPICs

(a) (b)

FIGURE 2 Bare-chip slots structure; (a) Attached with several small bare chips, and (b) Attached with a large bare chip.
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FIGURE 3 (a) A typical symmetric FPGA model and routing module RM(4,m,n); (b) Switch module SM(4,m); and (c)
Connection module CM(m, n). Fc= 6, Fs= 3, rn 6, n 4 and rFc 1.

Our proposed SPMCM is similar to the sym-
metric FPGA (Xilinx XC4000-type) [18-19]. A
brief review of the symmetric FPGA architecture
is given as follows. A typical symmetric FPGA
consists of an array of logic modules that can be
interconnected using routing resources, as
shown in Figure 3(a). The routing resources com-
prise metal wires and routing modules. Thus,
an arbitrary digital circuit can be implemented
by appropriately configuring these routing mod-
ules and logic modules. A routing module (RM)
consists of two connection-modules (CMs) con-
nected to a switch-module (SM), and each of
these modules contains itself many programmable
switches, as shown in Figure 3(a). The routing
module is the section of the routing resources
to be replicated across the entire symmetric
FPGA. The logic-module (L) contains configur-
able digital circuits to implement logic functions.
The input and output pins of a logic module are
connected to its surrounding connection modules,
which in turn are connected to the switch modules.

Similar to the symmetric FPGA model shown
in Figure 3(a), if we substitute the logic modules
with the bare-chip slots and each of the routing
modules with an FPIC, we obtain an SPMCM
system, as shown in Figure 1. In this manner,
the routing algorithm and architecture of the
SPMCM are similar to the symmetric FPGA [19].
Therefore, we use the terms "routing module"

and "FPIC" interchangeably in this paper. In the
following sections, we will first indicate that the
conventional routing module presents an obstacle
to the implementation of an FPIC in terms of the
number of programmable switches. Thus, we pro-
pose a polygonal routing module architecture to
minimize the number of programmable switches.

3. CONVENTIONAL ROUTING
MODULE AND POLYGONAL
ROUTING MODULE

3.1. Conventional Routing Module

In a conventional symmetric FPGA, the switch
module is a 4-sided block, denoted as SM(4, m),
where m is the number of terminals on each side of
the switch module. For example, a Xilinx XC4000-
type SM(4, m) can be partitioned into m indepen-
dent submodules SM(4,1), as shown in Figure 3(b).
Let the flexibility of a switch module be Fs
[18], which is used to represent the number of
programmable switches connecting one terminal
to Fs terminals on the other three sides of a switch
module. For a conventional switch module with

Fs 3, its switch module SM(4, m) would contain
6m programmable switches.
A connection module, denoted as CM(m, n), is

an m n rectangular block, where m is the number
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of tracks connected to the switch modules, and n
is the number of tracks connected to the bare-chip
slots (logic modules), as shown in Figure 3(c).
Therefore, each bare-chip slot can have at most 2n
pads. A conventional routing module consisting of
two connection modules CM(m, n) and a switch
module SM(4, m) is denoted as RM(4, m, n), as
shown in Figure 3(a). The flexibility of a connec-
tion module [18], Fc, is defined as the number of
tracks to which each pad in a bare-chip slot (logic
module) can be connected; for the example in
Figure 3(c), Fc-6. Thereafter, a connection mod-
ule can contain Fc n programmable switches.
In a connection module CM(m, n), the ratio of Fc
to rn is called the flexibility ratio, i.e., rFc--Fc/m.
This rFc is the probability that a wire arriving
at a particular track in the connection module is
able to connect to the required pin of a bare-chip
slot (logic module) [18], thus 0_< rF<_ 1. Rose
and Brown [18] suggested that Fs-3 and a high
value of Fc, i.e., rFc close to 1, are sufficient to
provide high routability in a symmetric FPGA.
For example, the Xilinx XC4000 family FPGAs
use Fs--3 and rF--1.

3.2. Number of Switches in a Conventional
Routing Module

Let the number of programmable switches in an

RM(4, m, n) be denoted as PS(4, m, n), which is
equal to the number of programmable switches
between two CM(m, n) and an SM(4, m). This is
given by:

PS(4, m, n) 2Fcn + 6m 2rFcmn + 6m

2m(rFcn + 3) (1)

For the Xilinx XC4000 family FPGAs with Fs- 3
and rF--1, we have:

PS(4, m, n) 2m(n + 3) (2)

In terms of the number of switches, we will
show in our experiments that the conventional
routing module RM(4, m, n) is unsuited for

interconnecting bare-chip slots with high pin-
count, because the PS(4,m,n) values obtained
are very large. Furthermore, bare-chip slots with
a large 2n number of pins are very usual in an
SPMCM system. This presents an obstacle to the
VLSI implementation of an RM(4, m, n) FPIC.
Therefore, in order to improve the switch-
efficiency, we propose a polygonal routing
module that consists of many small connection
modules connected to a polygonal switch module
for interconnecting bare-chip slots with high pin-
count.

3.3. Polygonal Routing Module

Based on the conventional routing module RM
(4,m,n), as shown in Figure 3(a), we can divide
each connection module CM(m,n) into s smaller
connection modules CM(m’,n’) such that each
CM(m’,n’) is connected to one of the 4s sides
of the polygonal switch module, as shown in
Figure 4(a), where rn s m’, n s n’, Fc=
s Fc’, Fc and Fc’ are the flexibilities of CM(m, n)
and CM(m’, n’), respectively. The polygonal switch
module is a 4s-side block, denoted as SM(4s, m’),
where m’ is the number of terminals on each side
of the polygonal switch module, as shown in
Figure 4(b). Furthermore, a terminal in one side
can be connected to a terminal in one of the other
(4s-1) sides of the SM(4s, m’) through program-
mable switches, thus the flexibility Fs’ of an SM
(4s, m’) is equal to (4s-1). A polygonal switching
module SM(4s, m’) can be partitioned into m’
independent submodules SM(4s, 1). Compared
with the conventional routing module, a polygonal
routing module RM(4s, m’, n’) comprises 2s smal-
ler connection modules CM(m’, n’) interconnected
by a 4s-side switch module SM(4s, m’), as shown in
Figure 4(a). That is to say, the conventional
routing module RM(4,m,n) is a special case of
our polygonal routing module RM(4s, m’,n’)
with s= 1. For example, Figure 4(a) represents
a polygonal routing module RM(8, 3, 2) with s 2
and Figure 3(a) represents a conventional routing
module RM(4, 6, 4) with s 1.
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FIGURE 4 (a) Polygonal routing module RM(4s, rn’,n’); (b) Polygonal switch module SM(4s, m’); and (c) Connection module
CM(m’, n’). F 3, Fs’ 7, m’ 3, n’ 2, rFc’ Fc and s 2.

3.4. Number of Switches in a Polygonal
Routing Module

Since the number of switches needed by 2s con-
nection modules CM(rn’, n’) is equal to 2sFcn’,
and the number of switches in a polygonal switch
module SM(4s, m’) is equal to m’((4s-1)+
(4s- 2) +..-+ 1). Denote the number of switches
in an RM(4s, m’, n’) as PS(4s, m’, n’). By summing
the number of switches in all the above modules,

we have:

PS(4s, m’,n’) 2sFc’n’ + 2m’s(4s- 1)
2Fc’n + 2m’s(4s 1) (3)

we have m’Let rFc FcI- substituting it into
Eq. (3) results in

PS(4s, m’, n’) 2nm’ + 2m’s(4s 1)
2m’ (4s2 s at- n) (4)

TABLE Minimum number of tracks and switches needed for detailed-routing completion in original net order

Grouped 12 4-LUT

Large

Circuit logic modules # Con. rn m’ PS

Polygonal Routing Module RM(4s, m’, n’)

RM(4, ,) RM(8, ,) RM(12, ,) RM(16, ,)

rn 2m’ PS rn-- 3m’ PS rn 4m’ PS

BUSC 10 x 10 392 31 3162 40 2480 51 2754 48 2592
DMA 12 x 12 71 38 3876 56 3472 66 3564 72 3888
DFSM 16 x 16 1422 39 3978 54 3348 66 3564 76 4104
BNRE 14 x 16 1257 47 4794 68 4216 81 4374 84 4536
ZO3 18 x 18 2135 50 5100 70 4340 84 4536 100 5400
9symml 8 x 8 259 32 3264 38 2356 51 2754 44 2376
alu2 10 x 10 511 33 3366 46 2852 57 3078 64 3456
alu4 14 x 12 851 45 4590 60 3720 75 4050 80 4320
apex7 8 x 8 300 31 3162 44 2728 57 3078 60 3240
example 2 10 x 10 444 41 4182 62 3844 78 4212 80 4320
k2 8 x 8 1256 61 6222 80 4960 96 5184 100 5400
terml 10 x 10 202 32 3264 44 2728 54 2916 60 3240
too_large 10 x 10 519 38 3876 52 3224 60 3240 64 3456
vda 12 x 12 722 48 4896 60 3720 72 3888 68 3672
TOTAL 566 57732 774 47988 948 51192 1000 54000
Comparison 1.37 0.83 1.67 0.89 1.77 0.93
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From Eq. (4), PS(4s, m’, n) is determined by the s
and m’ values because n is constant. In the follow-
ing subsection, we will find the proper s and m
values to minimize the number of switches needed
in a polygonal routing module through experiment.

3.5. Experimental Results

In Figures and 3(a), each of our bare-chip slot
has 84 (2n) pads to connect to the FPICs in the
SPMCM system. To explore the effects of s, m’ and
n’ values of a polygonal routing module on the
switch-efficiency of an SPMCM, we implemented
a maze router in C language on a SUN Ultra-1
workstation. We examine three parameters s, rn
and n’ related to the number of the switches
needed in the CGE [18] and SEGA [20] bench-
mark circuits. Note that no industrial benchmarks
for SPMCM are available. For modeling the
bare-chips in the SPMCM system, the N 4-
input look-up tables (4-LUTs) are grouped to
form thirteen large modules in these circuits, where
N 4, 5,..., 16. A larger logic-module (bare-chip)
has 8N pins, and each pin in a large logic-module
can be connected to any of the m tracks (rFc- 1)
in a connection module. Because net ordering
often affects the performance of a maze router, we
router the benchmark circuits by using the fol-
lowing three net-ordering schemes to avoid possi-
ble biases: (1) original net order in the benchmark

circuits, (2) longest net first, and (3) shortest net
first.
By detailed routing these large logic modules

each having different pin size, the switches
performance of our polygonal routing module
was evaluated. For the original net order in
the benchmark circuits, Tables I and II show the
results. From the routing results of a 96-pin
(N= 12) logic module as listed in Table I, we first
determined the minimum number of tracks m’
required for 100% routing completion for each
circuit, in each of the four cases of polygonal
routing modules RM(4s, m’, n’) with s 1, 2, 3 and
4, respectively. Then we get the PS(4s, m’, #) value

TABLE III Minimum number of switches needed for 14
benchmark circuits in longest net first

Pins Polygonal Routing Module RM(4s, m’,n’)

of BC PS(4, ,) PS(8, ,) PS(12, ,) PS(16, ,) Ratio

32 13072 14580 20188 22648
40 17066 17884 23426 26560
48 20952 20672 26220 30576 0.99
56 27590 26628 32208 35552 0.97
64 32690 29992 35750 34776 0.92
72 36504 33400 36708 40512 0.91
80 43602 37908 43216 43800 0.87
88 48786 40020 45430 44512 0.82
96 55488 45384 48276 49032 0.82
104 63580 52272 57290 54880 0.82
112 71508 57260 62478 59624 0.80
120 76608 60680 62310 59520 0.78
128 84420 64740 66348 63736 0.75

TABLE II Minimum number of switches needed for 14
benchmark circuits in original net order

Pins Polygonal Routing Module RM(4s, m’,n’)

ofBC PS(4, ,) PS(8, ,) PS(12, ,) PS(16, ,) Ratio

32 14288 15600 22540 25688
40 18538 19992 25864 29600
48 23166 22952 27816 34272 0.99
56 29450 28812 34770 38720 0.98
64 34580 32016 37180 39192 0.93
72 38844 36000 40158 44544 0.93
80 45666 40284 47304 48400 0.88
88 50854 43732 47740 49504 0.86
96 57732 47988 51192 54000 0.83
104 66220 56100 59840 59584 0.85
112 73396 60340 65148 64264 0.82
120 79254 63936 65844 65760 0.81
128 85894 68484 70616 69192 0.80

TABLE IV Minimum number of switches needed for 14
benchmark circuits in shortest net first

Pins Polygonal Routing Module RM(4s, m’,n’)

of BC PS(4, ,) PS(8, ,) PS(12, ,) PS(16, ,) Ratio

32 18430 21300 30478 34656
40 24104 27336 35298 41600
48 28836 30248 38304 46032
56 36890 37128 45872 52096
64 42630 42136 49530 52992 0.99
72 47970 46000 52578 58560 0.96
80 56330 52704 61028 64400 0.94
88 63356 57420 62986 68224 0.91
96 69768 61752 67392 71064 0.89
104 79750 72336 77690 80864 0.91
112 87556 76860 82236 85376 0.88
120 93492 81696 85746 89040 0.87
128 102376 87828 90598 91760 0.86
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by substituting the obtained s, m’ and n into
Eq. (4). Table II shows the total of programmable
switches PS(4s, m’, n) of 14 benchmarks varies
with s for larger logic-modules (modeling bare-
chips) with 8N pins, where s= 1,2, 3 and 4, and
N-4, 5, 16. For the longest and shortest net
first, the Tables III and IV show the results,
respectively.

Experimental results demonstrate that the con-
ventional routing module PS(4, m, n) works quite
well only for a bare-chip with less than 40-pin.
Each of our bare-chip slot has 84 (2n) pads, the
RM(8,m,n) FPIC is well-chosen to interconnect
bare-chips in the SPMCM. From Tables II, III
and IV, the RM(8, m, 21) FPIC compare with the
conventional routing module (4-side), an average

RM(8, 2, 21)

RM(8, 1, 21) RM(8, 1, 21)

(a)

SM(8, 1) ,-CM(1, 21)

( Chip 21,

’::

Routing
Tracks

(b) (e)

FIGURE 5 (a) An RM(8,2,21) formed by two scalable polygonal routing modules RM(8, 1,21)’s; (b) Switch module SM(8, 1);
and (c) Connection module CM(1,21). FcP= 1, Fs’--7, m’= 1, n’--21, rrc’= and s= 2.
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FIGURE 6 A polygonal routing module RM(8, 6, 21) architecture with Fc’ =6, Fs’= 7, m’=6, n’= 21, rFc’= and s= 2.

12% improvement in the switches performance
was achieved.

Thus, our polygonal routing modules can be used
to improve switch-efficiency of an SPMCM system.
Although the polygonal routing module needs
more number of tracks, but the number of switches
it needs is much reduced. State-of-art VLSI techno-
logies providing multi-metal layers can be used to
solve the larger metal tracks requirement. Experi-
mental results and VLSI technologies demonstrate
that implementing our proposed polygonal routing
module RM(8, m’, 21) in an FPIC could enlarge the
practicability of an SPMCM system.

4. VLSI CHIP IMPLEMENTATION
OF THE POLYGONAL ROUTING
MODULE

4.1. Scalable Polygonal Routing Module

The feature of scalability is very important to the
architecture design of an FPIC and to its VLSI
implementation. We will show that our polygonal
routing modules possess the characteristics of
scalability. An FPIC using RM(8, 1,21)’s as its

routing modules is shown in Figure 5(a). In each
RM(8, 1,21), we use one switch module SM(8, 1)
as shown in Figure 5(b), and four CM(1,21)
connection modules as shown in Figure 5(c).

Cascading m’ RM(8, 1, 21)’s can be used to
interconnect bare-chips, as shown Figure 5(a). In
this manner, the m’ cascaded RM(8, 1, 21)’s are
equal to an RM(8, m’, 21) routing module. Thus, the
number of routing tracks is increased by m’ times.
That is to say, the routing resources were increased
by m’ times in a cascaded SPMCM. Our FPIC uses
an RM(8, 6, 21) with 132 pins, where m’= 6, and
is packaged as a 160-pin CQFP. An RM(8, 6, 21)
polygonal routing module is shown in Figure 6.
Similarity, the k cascaded RM(8, 6, 21)’s are equal
to an RM(8, 6k, 21) routing module.

Bare Chip
;’:

Logical 2
Outputs 3

4

Physical Wires

FPIC

Routing
Module

RM(8, 6,21)

Bare Chip

Logical
Inputs

Physical Wires

FIGURE 7 FPIC with hard wires interconnect.
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4.2. Virtual Wires

Virtual-wires [13] technology is used in our FPIC
to improve the routing resources and to over-
come the pin count limitation by multiplexing

each physical wire among multiple logical wires.
Figure 7 shows an example of four logical wires
allocated to four physical wires in an RM(8, 6, 21).
Figure 8 shows the same example with the four

FPIC With Virtual Wire

Bare Chip

Logicall._Outputs

3--

Physical Wire

Bare Chip
FPIC2

--1FPIC4 --2

RM(8, 6, 21) --4

Physical Wire

FIGURE 8 FPIC with virtual wires interconnect.

I I.....ICl, II Inl
I" [’’ Iii i!" I:: I ::!"" li::+-:l

Multiplexing

RM (8, 6, 21)

RM (8, 6, 21) RM (8, 6, 21)

Multiplexing

FIGURE 9 Chip layout of the FPIC.
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TABLE V Performance data

Pin Count 160 pins CQFP
Technology 0.6gm SPTM (CMOS)
Transistor Count 168 K
Die Size 4990 x 4990 (gm)
System clock rate 16 MHz
Point-to-point delay 10.01 ns

logical wires connected to four RM(8, 6, 21)’s by
a single physical wire. The physical wire has to
multiplex and demultiplex respectively between
the bare chip and the FPIC. The FPIC VLSI
implementation combining four RM(8, 6, 21)’s and
multiplexing is shown in Figure 8.

4.3. Implementation

routing resources. With its field programmable
MCM substrate, our SPMCM can be used for
implementing various prototyping designs based
on user’s requirements without going through the
foundry facility. The advantages are that the field
programmable technology can reduce product
development cycle and NRE (Non-Recurrence
Engineering) cost, while MCM technology can

achieve low power and small size.
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The chip layout of our FPIC is shown in Figure 9
and it will be fabricated in a 0.6 lam Single-Poly-
Triple-Metal (SPTM) CMOS technology through
the Chip Implementation Center (CIC), National
Science Council, R.O.C. its performance data
are summarized in Table V. As mentioned above,
this chip architecture is highly scalable, uses less
programmable switches, and has lower pin count.
Thus it is very suitable for VLSI implementation.

5. CONCLUSIONS

For low power and small size prototyping system
design, an area-efficient and flexible Symmetric
and Programmable MCM (SPMCM) has been
described, and a symmetric-array FPIC VLSI
architecture was proposed for the substrate rout-
ing between the bare-chip slots. This FPIC
architecture consists of four polygonal routing
modules and multiplexing structures, which can

significantly reduce the requirements of program-
mable switches number and pin count compared
with a conventional routing module. We have
implemented this VLSI architecture in a 0.61am
CMOS technique to verify the function of our

proposed SPMCM. In addition, this VLSI routing
chip architecture can be easily scaled up with the
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